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Who are we?

digitalmethods.net / oilab.eu / odycceus.eu



Agenda

- What is 4CAT (for)?
- Quick walkthrough
- What problems does it solve?
- Use cases & example outcomes
- Underlying research philosophy
- Data sources & Analyses



What is 4CAT?

An open-source and Web-based research toolkit
designed to collect and analyse
thread-like data from various online sources.

On-going development!

Research-driven development



Walkthrough



Intended for those interested in...

- Data extraction, analysis, and visualisation

- Facilitating quali-quantitative research between researchers
with and without programming skills

- A customisable tool framework.



What problems does it solve?

- Remember when you did a quick project and made some cool code and then
three months later you looked at it again and you thought ‘what was I
thinking?!’

- Remember when you wanted to collaborate with a humanities scholar who
didn’t speak Python?

- Remember when you wrote cool new visualisation code but it used a
different data format than the cool data scraping code you wrote a year ago
and you had to do a lot of extra work?



Example of use cases

… fetching Reddit posts with the word ‘boomer’ to see which subreddits mention

it most often.

… getting Instagram posts with a certain hashtag and creating a co-tag network.

… getting Tumblr posts with the tag #tswiftedits to conduct a visual analysis of

Taylor Swift images.

… upload your own csv file with Facebook posts to use 4CAT’s Natural Language

Processing modules and visualise the changing word embeddings



Mentions of “redpilling” on Reddit.
oilab.eu/reactionary-wokeness-how-redpilling-became-a-thing-on-reddit/.

https://oilab.eu/reactionary-wokeness-how-redpilling-became-a-thing-on-reddit/


Deleted YouTube videos as identified through neo-Nazi threads on 4chan.
oilab.eu/4chans-youtube-a-fringe-perspective-on-youtubes-great-purge-of-2019/

https://oilab.eu/4chans-youtube-a-fringe-perspective-on-youtubes-great-purge-of-2019/


Cross-platform spread of the QAnon conspiracy theory
(De Zeeuw et al., 2020)



Rogers, Richard. 2020. “Deplatforming: Following extreme Internet celebrities to
Telegram and alternative social media”. European Journal of Communication.



Architecture



Design principles

1.Modularity

2.Transparency

3.Traceability



Design principle 1: Modularity

● Facilitate serendipity: Easily expansion with data sources and analysis

modules.

● Invites case-specific additions, minimising the tool over-determining the

research outcome.



Design principle 1: Modularity

Bridging the gap between…

- (hasty) local scripts and full-fledged tools.

- Programmers and non-programmers.



Design principle 1: Modularity



Design principle 1: Modularity



Design principle 1: Modularity

● Modules are Python files
● Can be <100 lines (or far more

depending on complexity!)
● Documented Python API allows for off-

loading data handling



Design principle 2: Transparency

● Prevent “black-boxing” and blind reliance on “mechanical objectivity”

(Rieder and Röhle 2012).

● Open-sourcing (MPL 2.0)

● Explanations of methods + code under the hood and within the GUI.



Design principle 2: Transparency



Design principle 2: Transparency



Design principle 2: Transparency



Design principle 3: Traceability

● Ensure users to easily retrieve and re-examine different processing steps.

● Methodological rigour: sharing and (peer-)reviewing of steps in the

research process.

● Quali-quantitative research by “circulating around the data” (Latour et al.

2011).



Design principle 3: Traceability

● Bonus: make research repeatable, encourages thinking about research

‘recipes’

● Good for research integrity, but also very useful for teaching!



Design principle 3: Traceability



Data Sources



Data sources (1)

● Reddit: All posts and comments from all board since its start in 2003 (using
the Pushshift API).

● 4chan: Posts and comments from the boards /r9k/, /v/, /pol/, and /lgbt/.
Internally collected by 4CAT.

● 8chan: A static and partially complete database of archived posts until its
CloudFlare-ban in August 2019.

● Breitbart: A static database of comments underneath all Breitbart articles
from 2016 to 2019.



Data sources (2)

● Telegram: Messages in open channels using the Telegram API.

● Instagram: Posts with specific hashtags using the Instagram API (via desktop tool).

● Tumblr: Posts with specific tags using the Tumblr API.

● Custom: Upload your own as csv files with the correct columns.

● Very fluid set of data sources!



Data sources (2)



Analysis modules

● Conversion: Change to JSON format, split a csv per thread, convert text
into a large string, etc.

● Metrics: Count posts per date, get the amount of “hateful” words, get the
top YouTube URLs, etc.

● Natural Language Processing (NLP): Get locally relevant words (tf-idf),
frequent word pairs (bigrams), extract nouns (part-of-speech tagging), etc.

● Visualisation: Bar graphs, RankFlows (Rieder 2017), word trees (Wattenberg
and Viégas 2008), HistWords (Hamilton et al. 2016), ForceAtlas 2, etc



Cf. William L. Hamilton, Jure Leskovec, and Dan Jurafsky. ACL 2016. Diachronic
Word Embeddings Reveal Statistical Laws of Semantic Change.



Privacy + ethics



Privacy + ethics



Hands-on

4cat.oilab.eu (Request your own account, mention ODYCCEUS in the comment)

OPTIONS:

● Check out the code at github.com/digitalmethodsinitiative/4cat
● And the wiki on Github
● Try the different exercises in the document at bit.ly/4cat-exercises
● Explore the tool in relation to your own research

Please ask us questions or send us feedback! 4cat@oilab.eu, or via Github issues

https://github.com/digitalmethodsinitiative/4cat
https://bit.ly/4cat-exercises
mailto:4cat@oilab.eu

